Before you start working on the webpage for this course you need to have your plan approved by the instructor. As you may remember from the syllabus, the website is worth 40% of the grade in this class – not including the grade for your plan. So planning is very important. The requirements for the website are that it needs to be accessible on the web and include:

- A clear educational purpose (e.g. course web page, information page on some topic)
- Original education content
- Links to resources on the web
- At least one web based activity
- A working form
- An online discussion
- Some type of streaming media (sound or movie)
- Have simple and functioning navigation

Your plan will describe in vague terms how these features will be incorporated into the overall website. You writeup should include:

- A write of the goal of the site and a description of the intended audience (what is their motivation, what help do they need)
- A summary of the contents of the site
- A description of the page structure (use concept mapping or a simple table)
- The URL for the main page of the site (even if it doesn’t exist yet)